Abstract. Let \Gamma_{2,1}^{(k)} denote the k^{th} successive inhomogeneous minima for positive values of real indefinite ternary quadratic forms of type (2, 1) . Earlier the first four minima for the class of zero forms were obtained. Here it is proved that for all the forms, whether zero or non zero, \Gamma_{2,1}^{(2)}=8/3 . All the critical forms have also been obtained.
Introduction
Let Q(x_{1}, x_{2}, \ldots, x_{n}) be a real indefinite quadratic form in n variables of determinant D\neq 0 and of type (r, n-r) . Let \Gamma_{r,n-r} denote the infimum of all numbers \Gamma>0 such that for any real numbers c_{1} , c_{2} , . , c_{n} there exist integers x_{1} , x_{2} , . . ' x_{n} satisfying 0<Q(x_{1}+c_{1}, x_{2}+c_{2}, . . ' x_{n}+c_{n})\leq(\Gamma|D|)^{1/n} .
(1.1)
In this paper we prove \Gamma_{2,1}^{(2)}=8/3
for all forms. We apply a different method using the work of Barnes and Swinnerton Dyer, which contained a mistake. For a complete and elaborate proof of their work see Grover and Raka [7] . For ternary and quaternary forms our method is more powerful than the ones used earlier. In another paper [12] we will prove that \Gamma_{3,1}^{(2)}=4 , giving a correct proof of a result of R. Rieger.
Definition We say that (x, y, z)\equiv(x_{0}, y_{0}, z_{0}) (mod 1) if and only if
x-x_{0} , y-y_{0} , z-z_{0} are integers.
Thus the statement that given any real numbers x_{0} , y_{0} , z_{0} there exist integers x , y , z satisfying \alpha<Q(x+x_{0}, y+y_{0}, z+z_{0})<\beta is equivalent to saying that there exist (x, y, z)\equiv(x_{0}, y_{0}, z_{0}) (mod 1) satisfying \alpha<Q(x, y, z)<\beta .
Here we prove: Theorem 1 Let Q(x, y, z) be a real indefinite quadratic form of type (2, 1) and determinant D<0 . Then for any real numbers x_{0} , y_{0} , z_{0} , there exist (x, y, z)\equiv(x_{0}, y_{0}, z_{0}) (mod 1) such that 0<Q(x, y, z)<(8|D|/3)^{1/3} : 321i|2xy+y^{2}+yz+3z^{2}(x+ \frac{1}{2}y)y+z^{2}xy+z^{2}Q_{i} |\begin{array}{ll}(x_{0}^{(i)}, y_{0}^{(i)},z_{0}^{(i)}) (0,0,0) ( ) ( Then either there exist (x, y, z)\equiv(x_{0}, y_{0}, z_{0}) (mod 1) satisfying 0<Q(x, y, z)<d (2.9) or Q_{\sim}\rho Q_{i} .
Further for
Q_{i} , (2.9) is solvable unless (x_{0}, y_{0}, z_{0}) \equiv The proof is similar to that of Lemma 8 of Dumir [4] .
From (2.5) and (2.8) we get d\geq(32/27)^{1/3}>1 . Let n be an integer (\geq 1) such that n<d\leq n+1 . If there exist (y, z)\equiv(y_{0}, z_{0}) (mod 1), such that
then by Lemma 2,  there exists x\equiv x_{0} (mod 1) satisfying (2.9).
Lemma 7 If n\geq 2 , then (2.11) and hence (2.9) is solvable in (x, y, z)\equiv (x_{0}, y_{0}, z_{0}) (mod 1).
Proof. Apply Lemma 3,  Then (2.11) will be satisfied if
This is easily seen to be true for d\leq n+1 and n\geq 2 .
\square Lemma 8 Let n=1 , so that ( 32/27 )^{1/3}\leq d\leq 2 . Suppose (2.11) i.e. has no solution in (y, z)\equiv(y_{0}, z_{0}) (mod 1), then we have
, or \varphi_{\sim}\rho\varphi_{5}=\rho(3y^{2}+11z^{2}+18yz) , \rho>0 , and (y_{0}, z_{0})\equiv(1/2,1/2) (mod 1).
Proof of Lemma 8
Let \mathcal{L} be the inhomogeneous lattice associated with 4\varphi(y, z) with determinant \triangle(\mathcal{L})=4\triangle
. i.e. \mathcal{L} is given by the set of points \xi=\alpha y+\beta z , \eta=\gamma y+\delta z where (y, z) run through all numbers congruent to (y_{0}, z_{0}) (mod 1), and 4\varphi(y, z)=(\alpha y+\beta z)(\gamma y+\delta z) . We say that \mathcal{L} is admissible for the region R_{m} : -1\leq\xi\eta\leq m , if it has no point in the interior of R_{m} 
These inequalities also hold if \theta_{n} and \phi_{n} are interchanged.
Lemma 13 Let
\mathcal{L} be a non-symmetrical lattice of det \triangle(\mathcal{L}) , which is admissible for R_{m} , 3<m\leq 7 . Then \triangle(\mathcal{L})\geq(1.8251)(m+1) . (3.10) This follows from Lemma 8 of Grover and Raka [7] . Since \theta_{n}<a_{n}<\theta_{n}+1 , we must have a_{n}=2,4,6,8 or 10. Now by Lemma 14, the sequence \{a_{n}\} satisfies (3.13) or (3.14) . The quadratic form \varphi(y, z) associated with the symmetric lattice \mathcal{L} is given by (from Lemma 10)
Subcase (I): If in the sequence \{a_{n}\} , no two 2's are consecutive, then by (3.13) it must be of the form . . 2, a_{-2},2 , a_{0},2 , a_{2} . where a_{2r}\geq 4 for all r . and the quadratic form associated to it is \rho(y^{2}+2z^{2}+4yz)\sim\rho(y^{2}-2z^{2})=\rho\varphi_{4} ; (y_{0}, z_{0}) \equiv(\frac{1}{2} , \frac{1}{2}) (mod 1).
Subcase (II): Let two 2's be consecutive in the sequence say a_{r-1}=a_{r}=2 for some r . If a_{r+1}\geq 8 , then \phi_{r}>7 and \theta_{r}>1 already, so 0< \varphi(1,0)=\frac{\triangle\theta_{r}}{\theta_{r}\phi_{r}-1}\leq\frac{\sqrt{12}}{6}<\frac{3}{4} , a contradiction to (2.10). Therefore we must have a_{r+1}=6 , by (3.14). Similarly by symmetry a_{r-2}=6 . Now a_{r+2}=2 by (3.13); but if a_{r+3}\neq 2 , we will have a contradiction to (2.10). Therefore we must have a_{r+3}=2 . But then two consecutive 2's must be followed by a 6, and repeating the argument we must have \{a_{n}\}= (2, 2, 6) , B\neq A . Now for all integers n positive or negative, the unimodular transformation (\begin{array}{ll}1 00 U^{n}\end{array}) transforms Q into Q(x, y, z)=(x+h_{n}y+g_{n}z)^{2}+\rho(y^{2}-2z^{2}) .
The above argument shows that if (2.9) has no solution then U^{n}(P)= (h_{n}, g_{n}) must also satisfy (4.9) and hence must be congruent to a point of \mathcal{R} (mod 1). Therefore by Lemma 4, we must have U(P)-A=P , which gives h=0 , g=0 , since U(P)=(3h+4g, 2h+3g) . Thus Q(x, y, z)= x^{2}+\rho(y^{2}-2z^{2}) and 
